At the direction of Chairman Clement J. Zablocki, the House Committee on Foreign Affairs created the Staff Investigative Group (SIG) to investigate the events surrounding the visit of Rep. Leo J. Ryan’s congressional delegation to the People’s Temple in Jonestown, Guyana, the attack on the contingent and Ryan’s subsequent assassination at the Port Kaituma airstrip, and the mass suicide at the People’s Temple on November 18, 1978. The SIG issued its final report, with recommendations, to the International Relations Committee¹ on May 15, 1979.

There are two groups of Committee records involving the events in Guyana. One is the SIG collection (27 boxes) and the other is full committee material that includes the follow-up to the SIG final report (10 boxes). Unless otherwise indicated, all records date from 1978-1980.

A.) Staff Investigative Group Records

The 27 boxes of SIG records consist of six series (see appended folder title list):

1.) Transcripts of Interviews (11 boxes [boxes 1-11]). Arranged chronologically, this series contains the transcripts (those sent to the witness for edits and the edited version) of interviews conducted by the SIG with members of Representative Ryan’s staff, State Department employees involved in the Guyana visit and aftermath, press who accompanied the delegation, former People’s Temple associates, members and relatives of victims. Some transcripts include attachments. Most of the transcripts are accompanied by a summary.

2.) Final Report and Recommendations, with Draft (1 boxes [box 23]) Unarranged. This series contains the typescript (original and a copy) of the SIG’s final report, recommendations, and confidential appendices. Most of the appendices are summaries of SIG interviews with references to page numbers on which the interviewee discussed the topic of the appendix. The topics of the appendices are listed in the published final report. They include the tactics of Jim Jones; conspiracy against Jones and the People’s Temple; opponents and media intimidated, public officials used; awareness of danger, degree of violence; the Privacy Act and Freedom of Information Act; the role and performance of the U.S. Department of State; and others (see final report).

3.) Investigative Records (10.5 boxes [boxes 12-18, 21-22, 24-25]) Unarranged. This series contains files compiled by the SIG to investigate Representative Ryan’s visit to Guyana and issues surrounding the events there on November 18, 1978. The records include State Department cables and documents, correspondence, memos, SIG interview summaries, press clippings, NBC News videotape, a transcript of Jim Jones’ final speech

¹ The Foreign Affairs Committee name changed to International Relations at the start of the 96th Congress in January 1979.
to People’s Temple members, logs of People’s Temple ham radio transmissions, articles and public speeches, and transcripts of executive session hearings on implementing the SIG’s recommendations. Topics include preparations for the Codel visit to Guyana, actions of the State Department before and after the attack, the People’s Temple before and after its move to Guyana, the Stoen custody case, the Privacy Act, Freedom of Information Act, Social Security Administration policy regarding overseas benefits, information on the Guyanese Government’s investigation of the Jonestown incident, tax exemptions for religious organizations, the GAO study of the placement of foster children with People’s Temple members, and cults in general.

4.) State Department Telegrams and Documents (2.5 boxes [boxes 19-21]) Arranged by SIG log number, these documents include State Department cables and correspondence from State Department files from Members of Congress, citizens, attorneys, and others regarding the People’s Temple and its residents.

5.) Files of SIG Staff Consultant George R. Berdes (1 box [box 26]) These records, maintained by the SIG’s consultant, contain memos, State Department cables, handwritten interview notes, and press clippings. Topics include preparation for the Ryan Codel to Guyana, the State Department’s application of the Privacy Act and Freedom of Information Act, general workings and progress of the SIG, the Stoen custody case, and a list of those who died in Jonestown on Nov. 18, 1978.

6.) Records Submitted by Galen W. “Joe” Holsinger (1 box [box 27]) Unarranged. This series contains background material on the People’s Temple submitted to the SIG by Joe Holsinger, Representative Ryan’s administrative assistant. The records include 34 audiocassettes related to Holsinger’s Dec. 4, 1978, interview with the SIG as well as other records.

B.) Full Committee Files Relating to Jonestown

The House Committee on International Relations also archived 10 boxes of other records relating to the People’s Temple and Jonestown. The bulk of the records are copies of SIG interview transcripts (boxes 1-8).

Other records in the series include a draft of the final report with confidential appendices (box 5); executive session transcripts regarding the implementation of the SIG’s recommendations (box 6); records on the role and involvement of Guyanese Government officials (box 6); tape transcriptions of Jim Jones’ speeches, broadcast media coverage, and Federal Communications Commission ham radio transmissions (box 9); notes on State Department cables; correspondence dated May 1979-December 1980; a file supplied by Representative Ryan’s legislative assistant Jackie Speier; three audiocassettes of an interview with U.S. Consul to Guyana Douglas Ellice; staff memos dated April 1979-November 1980 regarding the Ryan investigation; and materials relating to the SIG’s presentation of its report to the full committee (box 10).
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